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Abstract 
The research on soccer robot has obtained rapid development in recent years. This paper researches middle-size 
soccer robot competition. It emphasizes on system of intelligent soccer robot, motion model and strategy of 
RoboCup. The platform of this paper is Bochuang UP-Voyager� medium-sized group of soccer robot. Then this 
paper researches competition strategy of Robot soccer. Competition strategy is that all robots in co-ordination 
between the common way to finish the task according to the situation of marker competition and instructions of 
judges. 
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1. Introduction 
RoboCup is the Robot World Cup Soccer Championship which takes MAS (Multi-Agent System) and 
DAI (Distributed Artificial Intelligence) as the main background. The main purpose of RoboCup is to 
provide a standard platform for easy evaluation of the game, to promote research and development of DAI 
and MAS [1, 2]. 
The research filed related to RoboCup include intelligent robotic systems, multi-agent systems, real-
time system and behavior pattern recognition, smart structure design, real-time planning and reasoning, 
interactive Web-based three-dimensional graphics, sensor technology [2, 3]. Its technical features include: 
Dynamic real-time systems, distributed cooperation and coordination with the noise, non-environmental 
model of full information, non-symbolic of the environmental information, limited communication 
bandwidth [1, 3, 4].  
In order to successfully operate in the RoboCup a robot has to sense players, ball, goals, and field 
borders, must have the ability to move around and manipulate the ball and must bridge the gap between 
sensing and acting. This paper firstly introduces and researches a medium-sized group of RoboCup soccer 
robots mainly. Then this paper analyses the characteristics of the structure of the vision subsystem, 
decision-making subsystem, the wireless communication subsystem and motion control subsystem. It 
introduces the model of the robot's motion control and resolves the communication between the various 
subsystems for resolution. We divided the RoboCup competition into offensive and defensive strategies 
for research and analysis in two ways. 
2. Three full-kinematic model of the soccer robot 
The work space of robot is the establishment of a plane figure shows as Fig.1. Where, OXaYa is 
absolute coordinate system and OrXrYr is robot coordinate system. The origin of robot coordinate 
coincides with the robot center, θ is the angle between the Xa and Xr, φ is the angle between the wheel 
and the Yr, Lc is the distance between the robot center and the wheel center, Vi is the Speed along the 
drive direction of the wheel i [5,6]. 
 
Fig.1. Kinematic Analysis of Robot 
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From the literature [6], we can get the available kinematics equation: 
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According to the robot coordinate system and the actual structure of the situation, we get φ = 30 ° and 
put it to eq.(1), eq.(2), eq.(3) and write in matrix form, then we get kinematics model of the robot as 
follows: 
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Then we get:                         V=Ps                                                   (5) 
Where, V is linear velocity vector of the omnidirectional wheel, P is the transformation matrix, s is the 
expectations of robot velocity vector. 
Omnidirectional mobile robot has non-holonomic binding. It can move a straight line in any direction. 
So it has a great advantage relative to the two-wheel drive robots. As more and more intense competition 
in the RoboCup competition developed in recent years, robots which have three omnidirectional wheels 
have been a great concern and widely used because of its flexibility [7]. 
3. Strategies for robot soccer game attack 
3.1. Kick-off strategy 
We have many provisions when kick-off as follows: 
1. All the robots need staying in their own half-court. Before the ball was out, the robots not in the 
kick-off team must be three meters or more to the ball; 
2. One robot in the kick-off team should maintain next to the ball. the robots not in the kick-off team 
must be two meters or more to the ball until the robots in the kick-off team go into the playing state; 
3. The ball stops in the center marks the point, all the robots are not allowed to touch the ball before 
the ball in the state of playing except the kick-off one; 
4. After the referee gives the “start” signal, a robot in kick-off side kicks the ball off. The kick-off 
robot can use the kicking machine to kick the ball and let it move more than 0.5 m freedomly, but it can 
not drag the ball or dribble ball; 
5. Only the attacker, which is nearest to the ball, goes for the ball. When the ball was kicked out of 
sports after the game was started immediately kick the other side only when the robot touches the ball 
after the goal to be effective; 
We divided the strategy in two parts, one are actions in the opponent half and the other are actions in 
the own half. Important values for the robot are the X- and Y- coordinates of itself, his team members, the 
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opponents and the ball. The attacker's task is to push or kick the ball into the opponent's goal. After it 
detects the ball the attacker drives to the ball and turns with the ball into the direction of the opponent's 
goal. After kicking the ball off, the station of the robots in attacker team shows as Fig.2. 
 
 
Fig.2 the station of the robots in attacker team 
As the maximum speed of the robots is about 60 cm/s, this is hardly for passing the ball or scoring a 
goal against a working goalkeeper without a kicking device. 
3.2. Corner Kick Attacking Tactics 
Corner Kick is also a good opportunity to score, when we are the offensive players and defensive 
players or goalkeeper move the ball out of the goal line, the referee will sentence us with a corner Kick. 
The station of the robots after Corner Kick Attacking Tactics shows as Fig.3. 
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Fig.3 the station of the robots after Corner Kick Attacking Tactics 
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Assists players leave immediately after touch the ball to assort with the Offensive or block defensive 
robot off the line. Forward attack the ball quickly after kick-off. Obviously, for the attacking of free kick 
in the opposing half and corner kick, players need to make use of their attacking tactics to create 
temporary space and make use of it efficiently so as to attack actively. 
4. Results and conclusion 
This paper describes a more systematic medium-sized group of RoboCup soccer robot system, which 
including the visual subsystem, decision-making subsystem, the wireless communication subsystem and 
motion control subsystems, and their mutual communication. A variety of situations divided into 
offensive and defensive strategies may occur in the competition. On attack situation, including kick-off, 
free kick, corner kick.) This paper also describes the robot motion control model for the establishment of 
the kinematic model and dynamic model. 
Building a robot to play soccer is a big challenge in different fields. The range of technologies spans 
AI, robotic research and embedded system design. In our system of the RoboCup middle group, we tried 
to derive the movement operators directly from the vision data, estimate the ball distance and generate a 
movement command. This paper describes the robot motion control model and establishes the kinematic 
model and dynamic model. According to a variety of situations may occur in the competition, we divided 
it into offensive and defensive strategies. The strategies in offensive situation including kick-off 
Attacking Tactics, Free Kick Attacking Tactics, Corner Kick Attacking Tactics[8,9].  
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